Managing your Risks by Managing your
Process
Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) is a topic few businesses and organisations can afford
to ignore. Over more than ten years, successive financial crises including: Worldcom, Enron,
Société Générale, through to Lehman Brothers and now the continuing worries over the Euro
have led to more and more stringent financial regulation being put in place. Sarbanes–Oxley,
BaseI II, Solvency II, PCI – the list goes on and on. In addition, legislation is not just limited to the
financial sphere: Health & Safety, Data Protection, EU Directives and many more regulations now
affect every organisation. Increasing globalisation means it is also necessary for businesses to
take account of regulations in every country where they operate or trade.
Organisations are becoming more and more aware of the need to guard against the risk of failing
to comply with this multitude of regulation as well as managing day-to-day operational risks and
compliance to internal policies and objectives. At the same time, the need to be able to prove
compliance has added an addition burden. In the past, document-based systems (e.g. ISO 9001,
ISO 30000, US Financial Reporting Standards, etc.) have been used to manage quality and
ensure that appropriate controls have been put in place. Checking that these controls were being
operated, and operated correctly, was largely ensured by undertaking audits and those audits
were generally audits of the documentation rather than the actual operation of the business.

Figure 1. The Development of Risk Management
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Enterprise Risk Management
The challenge has been to scale document management-based approaches to deal with multiple
regulations and to avoid duplication and stove piped solutions. The introduction of the Sarbanes–
Oxley Act in the United States in 2002 prompted many organisations to start to look for more
sophisticated tools to manage risks and document compliance in a way that was easily auditable.
A significant step forward was the development of the concept of Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) that integrates the management of compliance with regulations such as Sarbanes–Oxley
with internal risk management and control. There was increasing realisation that managing risk
and putting in place controls was integrally linked with the organisation’s processes. After all:
“Processes are not just something your business does – processes are the business” [1]
Managing your risks is therefore about managing your processes. Figure 1 show how the maturity
of risk management has developed in the last decade. This has been supported by the
introduction of risk management frameworks such as the COSO "Enterprise Risk ManagementIntegrated Framework" published in 2004 [2]. The COSO framework (Figure 2) defines an internal
control as a process operated by an organisation’s board of directors, management and staff,
designed to provide "reasonable assurance" of the achieving business objectives.

Figure 2. The COSO Framework

COSO is very much a process driven approach and the better the internal processes are, the
fewer controls are required. This raises the question of why you need controls at all. Surely, if an
organisation’s processes were designed to take account of all risks, then it wouldn’t be necessary
to have controls or even auditing. In reality, of course, there are several reasons why this would
never be possible.
Firstly, although processes are key to the operating and understanding the business, not
everything that is risk affecting will be described in day-to-day operational processes. For
instance, the need to have manual access controls on the doors to the computer centre to
prevent the risk of data theft or corruption is a vital control, but it is not something that would be
documented in a business process. Secondly, the business world, and the world of risk and
security, is constantly changing. To deal with this change it is necessary to add new controls,
tests and audits, often at a pace that is much more rapid than business processes are normally
updated. Thirdly, no process is ever perfect; it is a representation of how the business operates to
deal with real world events, but it will never be complete or handle every eventuality. Hence it is
necessary to supplement processes with controls that “plug the gaps” to manage risks and
ensure compliance.
In practice GRC is a balance (Figure 3). We can’t put all the management of risk into the
operational processes, but on the other hand paralleling every operational process with a control
process that checks that the operational process is being operated correctly is inefficient and
ineffective. Many financial organisations, faced with the need to rapidly implement risk and
compliance management, set up manual “control processes” that constantly double-check that
the business process is complying with the regulation and that risks are minimised. This approach
rapidly becomes untenable as more and more individual controls, tests and control processes
have to be put in place to cope with the requirements of each regulation.
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Figure 3. Balancing GRC Objectives

What are needed instead are process-based tools to document risks and controls, support the
implementation of the controls and create automated test results. This type of automation already
exists in many corporate IT systems that were originally introduced for automation of processes,
particularly financial, order processing, and logistics processes. However, these systems often
cannot be adapted easily or quickly to changing regulatory requirements. In large organisations,
the controls also tend to exist across system boundaries, with the result that additional,
compensating controls have to be executed manually in addition to the automatic controls.

Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) System
The need to have a dedicated approach to managing risk and compliance has led to the
development of Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) systems. Gartner has identified four
key elements of a GRC system (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Capabilities of GRC Platforms
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GRC systems enable flexible implementation and efficient operation of an enterprise-wide
compliance and risk management system. Based on this approach, process-based GRC systems
have been developed that have core functions including:
1. Identification and communication of riskrelevant processes and the affected items.
2. Analysis and evaluation of operational risks.
3. Design, implementation, and documentation
of the necessary controls, tests, and risk
assessments.
4. Provision of controlled workflows
implementing tests, managing issues and
non-compliance and re-testing of
improvements.
5. Design and automation and reporting of
surveys to manage compliance and
attestations.
6. Integrated audit management for efficiently
conducting audits based on risk, control and
test data from the same repository.
7. Management dashboards to present status
information from all four perspectives
allowing access to information from the
summary to incident level.
Frequently GRC systems are combined with enterprise modeling tools and process automation
tools which take full advantage of integrating risk management with business process
management. Hence Process-based GRC = ERM + BPM.
The benefits of such systems include:
•

•

•

Cost Reduction
o

Process Improvement: every GRC project optimizes the business processes

o

Reduced staff costs (e.g. auditors)

o

Reduced external audit & risk assessment costs

Increased efficiency
o

Common approach for control testing and risk assessment

o

Transparent ownership of risk & controls

o

Audit-proof documentation

Fact-based decision making
o

Transparency and communication

o

Categorization of risk & controls

o

Risk and controls linked to processes
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•

Faster adaption to new regulations
o

Consolidated approach to managing overlapping laws & regulations

o

Reuse of business processes, compliance requirements and reports

Combining audit management with GRC is particularly advantageous as it allows the auditor to
have direct access to the processes and associated documentation and allows audit plans,
templates and results to be directly linked to GRC assets.

The Future is Reality
In Figure 1 we saw that organisations have moved away from a document-based approach that
was disconnected from the reality of operations to a process-based approach. That can be
extended further by monitoring the performance of the process to understand how the business is
performing on a day-by-day or hour-by-hour basis.
However, even a process-based approach is still disconnected from the real world. Processes are
abstract representations of what is intended to happen or at best a high level view of what is
happening. In the real world things happen, and change, minute by minute. In fact in the financial
world things can often happen in milliseconds and fraud involving huge sums of money can be
accomplished within seconds. In this type of environment, manual audits on a weekly, monthly or
quarterly basis can only provide a limited level of security.

Figure 5. Connecting GRC with Reality

The next stage in the evolution of GRC systems (Figure 5) is to bring in reality (Real2). That is
monitoring real processes in real time. Technologies such as Complex Event Processing (CEP)
and In-Memory technology allow the continuous monitoring of thousands of event streams and
tens of thousands of events per second to look for complex correlations, patterns and sequences.
Not only can this technology report possible risks and breaches, it can detect them while they are
happening and even stop them.
There is no doubt that risk and compliance management is here to stay and that managing your
processes is always going to be a vital part of managing your risks.
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BPTrends Linkedin Discussion Group
We created a BPTrends Discussion Group on Linkedin to allow our members, readers and
friends to freely exchange ideas on a wide variety of BPM related topics. We encourage you to
initiate a new discussion on this publication, or on other BPM related topics of interest to you, or
to contribute to existing discussions. Go to Linkedin and join the BPTrends Discussion Group.
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